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ABSTRACT
A total education program involving evaluation,

rejlediation, and tutoring has been developed at a residential
treatment center for emotionally disturbed adolescents. An
educational evaluation is given to all students upon entrance' to the
center and usuallrincludes both formal and informal tests on
auditory perception, fine motor abilities, and academics. Individual
instruction for teachers during school hours an a remediation
program administered by child care workers before and after school
are provided for children with specific learning disabilities. To
obtain the bc.st results in terms of behavioral and educational
objectives, the child's needs are assessed on an individual basis and
behavioral contracts are made according to those needs. (SB)
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As procures within our society continusto increase, we are

fi
forced to become more cognizant of individual problems and needs

of children-within the community and school setting:, Schopl

systems are ,gradually becoming involved in programming for the

child with social and emotionaldifICulties. Some states,suCh

as Illinois, already have Mandatory Special Education for childreh

ages three through twenty-mle. They offer many programs among

which are educational day pric5gyams for the emotionallY'dirbed.

TheSe students remain in the home setting and attend special

cli'sses and/or receive therapy.`/IsIdover, there are other groups-

,e

of children who are in. greater difficulty. These individuals not

only have severe emotional problems, but lack a home setting.

They are too disturbed to be able to remain in an orphanage or

foster home but need a residential treatment center. Although

the emphasis within such a program is the emotional needs of the

individual, an educational program not only must be provided but

may prove to be instrumental in the success of the treatment plan.

As has been noted by authorities in both Learning. Disabled'(L.D.)

and Emotional Disturbed (E.D.) (Cruickshank, Bentzen; Ratzberg,

and Tanhhauser, 1961, Hewett, 1968, Kirk and Bateman, 1962, Morse,

1
Cutlerf;gid Fink, 1964), E.D..children often else, evidence learning

disabilities. Consequently; any educational program designed for

E.D.:students must take into account the poSsibility 'of specific

(1\ - learning problems.

This article will present the total edubation program
_ CS

I.( (evaluation remediation- tutoring) designed for each student in

;.,

e,
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Odential treatmennter for emotionally disturbed ado4scents.

Special attention will be <cLthe child who evidences specific
-----._,,,

.

-
learning problems whether ha-meet_sthechnical definition of a

learring diS-blec child or nat.

The residential center to 1-e discussed is near a large metro-
v.

politan area. All of the residents are wards of the State

(w-ether permanent or temporary).and have been ylaced in the-,

r:er,er 4'e, severe emotional difficulties, dome may have been

in f&ster homes or other residential facdliti s prior to referral.
\-

Bode are placed directly froggy the home after guardianship has

been awaf'de-5 to the S'tate. Consequently, the varieties of.bac-

grounds and pr9blems are as multitudinal as the number of

residents. Although WinauenoY is a frequent part of the history,

place -eats are not made for that reason alone. Specific etiology

-ay beriztermined before or after placement but behavioral systems

!lus-i be severe enough tcivarrant such a placement, It must be

rioted that the educational programs to be designed -are -for students .

whdise life-goals differ frY0011 those of middle class-young_Stem, In
-------

general, education will be geared toward vocational programming

and survival, Of main importanne, of course, will be the emotional

stability of each individual so that he can function within

society. It should.,also be noted that he can function within society.

It sould also be noted that medlcals, psychologicals, and psychi-

,aric examinations are completed apart from the educational evalu-

-ation. The multi- disciplinary approach is utilized for diagn6is

and treatment as much as possible.

EVAL7ATION

All students receive an educational evaluation upon entrance
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to the center. It .should be noted that residents may stay only

three to six months ormay remain at the center foa year or. more.

This necessitates an efficient diagnostic procedure. The amount

of information available from previous placements and the student4s

cooperation determine tha extent of the initial:evaluation. Before

any testinz is begun, initial contact is usually made with the

student within the residence or recreational setting. When

-1 / some testing is berup immediately. During the past two

'rears, there have been very few students who have overtly or

co7er4-ly resisted the evaluation. Although .no, single factor is

---rsponsible for this, it is thought that th6 fairness and honesty

ith. which the students are treated in a non-threatening situation

at.,ibutes to their cooperation. Each is informed that' the

examiners are truing to find out what is easy and what is difficult

for'them so that their program can'be designed to.meet their'needs

and interests_ In most oases', the students :have been-ins'everal

institutions prior to. the center and often the openness is anew

refreshing approach for them.

The test battery itself consists of formal, informal, and,

parts of tests and usually requires three to four hour's to admin-

ister, although not necessarily in one setting. It is designed

to check many learning modalities so that combination of input

and output are not overlooked and so-patterns of difficulties may

be established. In addition, academic readiness or performance

is ascertained. Althotigh standa'rized tests are part_of the eval-
,,
uation, they may be used:for additional purposes other than these

originally. intended by adding-specific observations in terms of

testing behavior and functroning.

The following test structures is typical of that involved in

J
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the educational evalualrons.

Auditory Channel of Learning

1. Au y Discrimination Test by Joseph WepTan. This is a basic
discrimination-test of similar sounds. Although this test is
designed for younger children, it has proven useful at the
center with the older children who have auditory problets.
However, it is used only as a screening device and must be
given when the child is cotfortable with the testing situation
and therefore cooperative.

2. Detroit Tests of Learning Aptitude by Harry, Baker and Bernice
Leland. Specific subtest are given to help determine auditory
difficulties. It is true that many E;D. children exhibit
auditory memory problems due to their lack of auditory attention.
At the center, by utilizing-several.checks of the same process
and. coordinating testing information with behavior in the
residence, hopefully this is avoided. Both Auditpry Attention
Span for Related Syllables and Auditory Attention Span for
1:r_related Words are subtests used to check'auditory memory.
The tielated Syllables involves sentences which may give a
comprehension type clue (syntax) and Unrelated Words is memory

,

of individual words. Oral. Directions presents a visual stimuli
to observe while auditory ,directions are given. The child is
observed closely to help determine whether the clue words which
are directional in nature are phe problem rather than memory.
If it is suspected that the child Noes not ttnderstand'next to',
.'underl, etc., spatial relationships will be checked furtkler
at all levels of learning. Many youngsters may exhibit a
diffichlty with visual or auditory metoryr However, when both
cl4e§ are given simultaneously, performance improves markedly.
Ar)6therrimportant 'observation to be made during this subtest

fCis'for .n--*e lack of Jiff. _entiation which hinders handwriting.Ormmissions require ,the student to, follow through
motorically after auditory (verbal) clues have been given. Some
students will he unable to move correctly but can still verbal-
iZe what they are to do. They forget when:they become involved
,with movement. "-

(roue Diagnostic Reading Aptitude and'Achievement Tests by
Marion Monroe and Eva Sherman. The Letter Memory subtest
reveals not only memory but also the student's ability to
write. Often by comparing the auditory memory subtests on
the Detroit with this subtest, the handwriting problem'or
lack of it becomes clear. The Orientation and Discrimination
subtest is utilized in conjunction with the Wepman for auditory
discrimination. For many of the children, a marker must_be
utilized during this subtest so that only one row of Xs ,is
visibleat a time. This eliminates visual distractability.

4. Some subtests of the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty
by Donald Durrell such as Sounds and Phonetic Spelling may be
utilized if though to provide addlXional information. The

t Informal Educational Survey utilAW,,,st the center also gives
auditory information but is den: b-cl:'. sically, to assess 4

academic -read mess. . ,
l':,;

. Ai -
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Fine Motor Abilities

1. Detroit Tests of LeaPning Aptitude. Motor.Speed- allows the
examiner to observe the child utilizing a pencil but not writing.
He has only to make Xs in circles as quickly ab possible.
StuJents.seem to enjoy this and appear not/to be threatened by
the timing.'

?. Group Diavnostic Reading Aptitude ay-ft/Achievement Tests. Cross-
, intr-Out-Letters requires only a slaNii specificthrough of a specfic

letter. Not only is fire motor.control observed but also visual
figure - ground. (finding the letter) and letter recognition. The
Copying Text subtest requires the student to copy a paragraph.
Again loss of place and letter formation as well as fine motor
control is.observed;

It should be 'noted that all subtests involving writing or
manipulation of objects are observed in terms of fine motor.
coordination.

Academics
. %

,

li

. 'Aide Range Achievement Test by J.T. Jastak, S.W. Bijou, and S.R.
Jastak. The reading section which analyzes sight vocabulary or

"`4% how the child attacks new words is administered, All pro-
nunciation are noted to aid in determining patterns of learning.
The spelithg section requir= a child,to write a word given
orally. Writing is'oserved. he motor problems are too

tf great, .the child is allowed to.. del P- word'orallY; The
7koarithmetic section of : given on another.sheet of

paper other than t e test b6oklet due to the clos'eness of the
problems on a page. 'op/the older children all probleMs are
given visually .and require, a_written computational response.
All three subtests are used as s ing devices. 'Depending
on the child's pei-formance, either an formal Edacdtional
Survey or 'the - Burrell Reading5eSt is given. Arithmetic and
spelling may also be'?urthtr evaluated by the use of the

`Informal/Survey or the Group Diagnostic Reading Aptitude and
Achiegement Tests.. .

,.-.

2. Tie'Durrell Analrsis of.Reading:Difficulty .gilds an Oral.and
' Silent. Reading grade level as well as a Listening Comprehension
score. Between the-grade level, interest level, and observe-

.-

tions of how the student reads, a basic starting-point is ,--

z,- established for the teacher to utilize. If the reading level
is at grade two or below, the Informal Survey isUsed for,
a essing reading readiness.

A

3. Language is assessed byLohaervation of the child in spoken and
written'communication. The Language section of pie Group0

'Diagnpstic Reading Aptitude and Achievement Tests which assesses
vocabulary may also be administered. It thould be,noted that
most of. the students' language is poor but.difficulties appear
to be due to, cultural factors rathel than to specific learning,
problems.

.1 '
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The above discussed testing battery is utilized With most

students who are referred to the'center. Occasionally additional

or substitute tests may be necessary. All evaluative material is

analyzed according to incomIng (input) And outgoing (output)

information--how the luestions.are presented and how the, child is

requested to respond. Another important factor to be.hoted is

what is expected as a prerequisite for certain subests. Does the

child'understand the question.? The test battery has been explained.

in terms of its usage for the type of child at the center. It is not
f

suggested as the one way to use these tests for all` children.

Liberties are taken with scoring, and some requirements s6 as best

to obtain the child's maximum performance..

REMEDIATION AND TUTORING

With each new resident there is an ad ustment period which

/usually aftects classroom behavior. Teachers are well aware that

they first must "establish rapport" before they can expect any work

from the student. Socialization and attention span as well as

;interest levels are major classroom considerations.. However, the'

evaluation plays an important role by giving th6:feacher the

necessary information to help understand the educational needs of

each individual. The prescription, which is devised, after testing,,

lists strengths and weaknesses in terms of learning,channels

(specific learning disabilities)-,\Levels in academic areas, and the

most appropriate manner in which tojtpproach teaching taking

kehavior into account. Forithe children who exhibit' /specific l'earn-

-ing disabilities, an LCD. teacher works with tam individually
.

several f times.each week. In addition, this Work is coordinated:

with all teachers who,deal with the child. Since no parents are

wvaildble for aid, the child cate- workers are, utilized to follow

6
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4through with .ciltedial techniques fore and after school hpurs_as

emphasis is upon 24 hour remediatioh. The progran,attempts to

deal with the Whole individual rather than segmenting him,intd

parts such as home, school, therapy etc. Classroom compensations

are utilized to help. relieve the frustration of the student while

remediation is taking.place: For example, a child who has difficulty

with ifferented movement which has affected'his handwriting would

be giveh alternative ways (compensations) to finish his,worrc. He

may use a tape recorder, underline or circle answers, or write a
a

few words rather than a sentence or paragraph. He may also utilize

large lined paper, a felt tipped pen, and/or a pencil grip to ease

tension. In order to eventually alleviate the problem of differen-

tia tion movement specific adtivities would be developed by the L.D.

teacher and recreational s taff. Another area which frequently

needs remediation .s visual figure-ground.' In the classroom, the

studentvould 'probably need a tIesk,or table organizer so he did.
.', ., .

not lose his books or materials. Small amounts of work would be
!

\

given on a page so he would not be overwhelmed, The student would

still be required to do the amount of work of which he was capable,

but it would be presented-in small amounts. For some children,
\

only one arithmetic problem would be presented visually at a---tim4;

These same children may need to use a marker in reading or even

have the whole page.. blocked out' except for a few words or one .line.

--u
TheSe compensations allow the student to rum-troll. in the'ciassroom.

Again remedihtidn by the W.,teacher and other staff members would

be done. . J
Ke ping in mind the life goals for the residents,'all clasSes //

are geared o rd interests and needs of the students, There are
c./

approximately 5 male or female adolescents in each class with a



teacher and an aide. .A t Schedule for a student wou4 -

contai,n the f011owing"class: Skills and Skits (reading and

English), Job Skills and Su vival .(arithmetic), Arts and Crafts

(muqic and drama. too), and sicql education including swimming

twice per week. ,Choices would then be possibIedfor C rent Events

(social .studies), home economics and industrial-arts. 'All class-

room work especially in the tool subjects, i5 tutorial in nature

as all programs,are individualized. Each student is worked with.

by_the teacher and/or aide at his level of performance and goals ar

altered daily depending on progres both academically and behavior-

ally, Most students change classes at the end,of each period as

in any junior high school program. , owever,,some students cannot.

change olatses and needAhe structur of a. self contained room.

These students remain with one teache fortWo'of the,three morning
-

the students' move from, class

fternoon program,___It shou

periods.- Then,the'teacher rather, than

rue 'of theto class. The same may be

be noted that each group has physical ed cation_diaring the mOrnin

dal so every student has time to use' pet t up energy. A time

room is available' during the day for expl sionS that cannot be

handled in the, classroom. Additional chili care workers and he.

school principal are available-tO 'aid with pecific explosiv

behavior. The Social Service team is respon ible for behavior

therapy and in-service'training Of,statf mem ei4s which is n integral

'and on-going part of the educationalprogram.
da

In order to obtain the best results int rms of be avioral

control and edUoational-development, a struotur e approach is

ti

utilized with, the residents. However, the stftc flexible.4

It involves the setting, of guidelines'so that the child knows. what -

(

the goal iSt.whetLhe'haS reached'it, and to what-extent-he has be



successful. 'Some ymingsterspcannot function in' class or in the,

residence without a_ written. ohart_that can,...be_ched.0.ff-4s_work

is completedOtherS require a lesser degree of organizatisdnjo

per . The child's needs are assessed on an indiViOal bas,is

and behavioral Contracts are made with the student according_to his'
.

needs. The child care Staff is a very important part of the

structure 'for. each student. , If behavioral:contrOls.'a.nd educational

programming re not consistent throughout a child's day,*confuslpn

results and performance deteriorates. This isa constant prbblem

inr any institutional" setting that utilizes several' shiftS rif
4

persdnnel.' Homework is a partNbf,this siructurq7and_consisten

fordwhich the child care workers are responsi ble. In most c"/
.

,

th _work involves specific learning games/ such aS a visu
, .

.

,

c
.

Ome,forp:child with that deficit. 1 Cor equentiy, the remedial-
,

,'
,,,- ,

ipmcess for L.D. problems can continue throughout the day, Ii,'

ry

m*.; important that.,the informati n about learning'oe'shared with

all staff members who work with ans dividual .' Apt child with a

or figur ground problet n 4ds un erstanding of

/ 0 ,

/ .
..

especially true When dealing- with youngstelaS :who,have eM-aliplW

and_ learning problems. The educational prograM encoMp4sse good
) 4 . , . f r d 4.

,

- deal ,of the students ' tiMe and muSt,be coordinated with -the .

A, \

specific memory
,

his:.difficulty

his problem.

so he is..nbt punished for behavidr esult'fig From

/1

g with hild
. .

.
. . .

.
As can be seen-trom,fhe above discus,sions, -work

,

, rem in any residential setting is La c,ombined effort./ This -

, 4

.

residentialCand recre4ional areas In order to .benefit the chilaren

'' most. The. original edU tioriat.l.evaivation, gives blUe's ,not only-for .

.; r.-?
,

-2)
. ..,- .

school but for arees of:the'lmqgram.--, The 'amount of.success'
. . -.. , .-- -

, 1 , -- .

-f_e.p.ch. student depends upon hoW-Well the total staff can coordinate_ --..... :

,f

,
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its efforts on beha
Which has far b

f of the ,ohi3,d.

en utilized with
observed with students,

)t- \
Tie, ''onl.yeva?/uative ori eri

the program iS-,-the suoce

'
'

1 ,---'
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